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Abstract:

A writer’s style reflects how textual meaning-making processes are achieved through a literary text's form, which 
includes various textual strategies employed. Available literature suggests that almost every linguistic theory 
takes the sentence structure as a combination of ‘form’ and ‘content’, whose taxonomic amplifications provide 
a springboard for description that leads to a more comprehensive extension of linguistic analyses revealing 
the semantic and symbolic aspects of language making up a text. Hence, although textual analysis may start by 
identifying its form and content, a comprehensive approach that engulfs a text’s syntactic and semantic aspects 
provides a broader perspective. Keeping these in mind, this study is based on the premise that structural analysis 
enables the identification of the poet’s recurrent method of composing different literary texts of the same genre and 
guides analysts to semantic interpretations. Examining the poetic language of a selection of haikus written by Wright, 
with a focus on the syntactic and semantic identifications, it is observed that the poet has an uncompromising style 
toward utilizing a pattern with minor alterations to construct various poems. The poet achieves an effective diction 
using a restricted number of lexical and grammatical items, which fits into the terseness of haikus, a poetic form 
known for its brevity and conciseness.
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Introduction

Among the available means in a  language, a  writer favours some structures over the others while 
constructing a text (Traugott & Pratt 1980). Hence, a writer’s style reflects how textual meaning-making 
processes are achieved through a literary text’s form, which includes various textual strategies employed. 
Examining a  text’s structural patterns is the initial and indispensable part of any interpretative process 
(Blake 1990; Suzuki 2001) in any stylistic inquiry. Mainly because a writer’s subtle intentions can be sensed 
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in the linguistic devices constructing the text, their structural and lexical choices, in essence, represent 
their style in text composition. Therefore, examining the deep structure of the text along with a careful 
analysis of the surface structure is primarily crucial in defining and discussing the making of a text-based 
discourse (Erden 1998). As Korkut (2003) emphasizes, unearthing the hidden relationship between the 
style and the signified plays a crucial role in identifying contextual meaning constructed on the intersection 
of the signifiers and their probable meanings. When the deviant nature of language use in poetry is 
considered, it can be seen that such an in-depth analysis requires a systematic investigation into regularity 
and pattern (Parkinson, Thomas 2000). In a nutshell, the interdependence of all syntactical and semantic 
constructions that make up a text is first and foremost realized through a writer’s poetic language use, and 
thus, examination of syntax is the primary activity directed towards shedding light on various discursive 
and thus semantic formulations that set literary and daily language apart. This kind of understanding 
necessitates a holistic view of the components of a text, including an emphasis on the functions as well as 
the forms of all the parts in a text. As put forward by Bloomfield (1933), “We could not understand the 
form of a language if we merely reduced all the complex forms to their ultimate constituents” (Bloomfield 
1933: 161). However, even if one looks at a text holistically, identifying textual meaning must prioritize 
recognizing the constituents of phrases and chunks. According to Fowler (1989), almost every linguistic 
theory takes the sentence structure as a combination of ‘form’ and ‘content,’ albeit as two different types of 
structures. Accordingly, while “surface structure is the observable, or the expressive, layer of the sentence,” 
its “deep structure is the abstract content of ” it. Hence, “We experience surface structure directly, but 
retrieve deep structure, or meaning, only by a complex act of decoding” (Fowler 1989: 6).

Such an inquiry of structure and, subsequently, meaning contributes to an intense exploration of 
all aspects of poetic language. Transformational-generative grammar stipulated a method of investigation 
for poetic syntactic structure with far more sensitivity to intricacies than had ever been possible in literary 
criticism (Fowler, 1981). Just as exploring a literary text via linguistic stylistics is a firm approach to a text, 
as denoted by Baker (1968), it is a significant contribution of a linguist to observe a specific language use 
descriptively and in detail, after which the comparison of them with other language issues would reveal 
more concrete results. Besides, a  linguist approaches a text from the perspective of “neutral grammar,” 
nevertheless, for a  literary critic, “the product of research is a  hierarchy of concrete verbal structures 
which does not automatically produce new structures and cannot even claim to justify beyond question 
its own configuration (Baker 1968: 2). Nash (2005) indicates that analyzing a  text via metalanguage 
by dispersing it to its components postulates two remunerations, one of which “is that it may actually 
confirm, with additional emphasis and a sharpening of focus, the findings of common sense; the other is 
that it may prove to be heuristic, providing us with some way of perceiving what our distracted attentions 
have initially overlooked” (Nash 2005: 33).

Linguists alone do not tackle issues brought forward by textual critics. Watson and Ducharme 
(1990) point out that the psychoanalysts also espouse the value of structural analysis. Lacan, for example, 
is regarded as a  structuralist who asserts the central role and significance of language by paying close 
attention to the discourse of the interlocutor since “the structure of language is, as before, the key to the 
structure of mind” (Ducharme 1990: 404–405). The recurrent structural preferences committed by the 
poet might function as the signifier of how his cognition processes while performing his art. Such analyses 
of repeated syntactic patterns hint at the poet’s conscious and non-conscious reflection of cognition and 
perception. Buffon’s aphorism declares this intertwining nature between the performance and the poet’s 
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mind: ‘style is the man himself ’ (fr. ‘le style est l’homme même’). The recurrent structures lead us to the 
poet’s style and his mind.

An amalgam of different approaches to a literary text leads us to a more comprehensive delineation. 
Taxonomic amplifications provide a  springboard for description that leads to a  more comprehensive 
extension of linguistic analyses in a way to reveal the semantic and symbolic aspects of language making 
up a  text. Goldberg (1995) indicates that because grammatical constructions are the basic building 
blocks of language, linguistic analysis has the potential to display a  language composed of forms with 
semantic or discourse functions. As individual linguists such as Croft (2001) highlight that a grammatical 
construction is a symbolic unit embodying form and conventional meaning, enabling general rules to have 
semantic interpretations, the cognitivist stance emphasizes the notion that grammar is an “inventory of 
symbolic units,” not a scheme of rules or regulations (Evans, Green 2006: 481). Hence, although textual 
analysis may start by identifying its constituents, a comprehensive approach that engulfs a text’s syntactic 
and semantic aspects provides a broader perspective. 

Grammar is known as the combination of syntax and semantics, which in poetic language refers to 
patterns of representation. The “representation of the poem depends on the pattern. If the pattern changes, 
the representation changes. The grammatical categories of tense and aspect are realigned to provoke 
the reading of poetry as representation” (Cubukcu 2001: 86). Hence, parallel to the aforementioned 
methodological discussion, this study examines poetic language in terms of its syntactic and semantic 
relations to identify the patterns that emancipate textual interpretation. The study is based on the premise 
that structural analysis enables the identification of the poet’s recurrent method of composing different 
literary texts of the same genre and guides analysts to semantic interpretations. Similarly, the study 
presents a template for language teachers and learners with which they can get a grasp of the poet’s style. 
The study further provides guidelines for instruction in a fashion elsewhere called; pedagogical stylistics.

Methodology

The methodology selected for the present study was the stylistic analysis of the poems via phrase 
structure identification. While revealing the structure, the syntactic relations among elements were 
clarified through structure identifications. As put forward by Crystal (1987), in a syntactic diagram, the 
sentence is segmented by naming and labeling each element that comes out in the order of presentation, 
and this is “a good way of putting more information into an analysis” (Crystal 1987: 96). Besides, the 
stylistic analysis provides a  replicable research methodology. Via stylistic analysis, the procedures are 
accessible and transparent enough to enable other stylisticians to verify them on the same or different 
texts (Simpson 2004). Thus, this study aims to concretize how structural organizations lead readers and 
analysts to have identifications of style. 

Purposeful sampling was employed for the selection of the material to analyze. The research scope 
was narrowed down to haikus for feasibility purposes. While deciding on the type of poem, it was taken 
into consideration that syntactic analysis of haikus would be rather apparent and comprehensible as haiku 
is defined as “poetry marked by brevity” (Missias 2001). In another definition, Swede (2000: 33) notes 
that “brevity--about a  breath-length long” is the primary feature defining haikus, which may expedite 
a  stylistic model construction with ease. Since it was not possible to analyze all the poems written in 
haiku as a form, the poems written by Wright ([1998] 2011) were included in the analysis because such 
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selection “demonstrates an extraordinary endeavor by Wright to fulfill himself and his world as a writer 
and contains many masterfully conceived haiku” (Ogburn 1998: 57). For analysis, the Syntax Tree 
Editor Program was utilized. Two different experts in poetics and linguistics completed the syntactical 
analysis. In order to ensure the credibility of the results, the findings of analysts were compared. The inter-
rater agreement was found to be 87%. The experts collaborated until a final negotiation was achieved. 
Subsequently, a  third expert reviewed the findings and improved the identifications to display more 
clarity in diagrams. 

Findings

In Haiku: The Last Poetry of Richard Wright ([1998] 2011), there are 817 haikus in total, and each of 
them is numbered consecutively. When these poems are reviewed in terms of their syntactic features, the 
range of syntactic patterns varies from the most expected pattern of Sentence (S) structure combining 
a Noun Phrase (NP) and a Verb Phrase (VP). Following that, the second popular syntactic pattern is 
found to be those initiating the inversion of a  Prepositional Phrase (PP). Nevertheless, the structural 
patterns are found to be written in different poems with slightly differing syntactic modifications. Thus, 
Wright’s poetic style prioritizes particular structures operating as prototypes to create multiple variations 
for various poems.  

The diagrams typologically representing different poems with the common structural pattern of 
an NP and VP display a consistent model of how the poet repeatedly uses a similar structure across his 
poems. A group of poems is observed to follow such a phrase pattern in the diagrams. The same pattern is 
utilized with minor changes in different poems on a different theme. Their similar structures accumulate 
these poems within the same category of style. The poems by Wright ([1998] 2011) and the patterns 
examined are analyzed as follows:

The scarecrow’s old hat
Was flung by the winter wind

Into a graveyard. (172)

Diagram 1

Diagramy przesłane przez Autora są zarówno w formacie WORD 

oraz w formacie zdjęcia 
 

___________________S__________________ 
_________NP_______   __VP___     
                                                             __PP__________PP__________    

Det _N gen_ Adj_ N_Aux_ MV__ Prep_NP _ Det Adj  N Prep_NP _ Det N 

The scarecrow’s old hat was flung   by the winter wind   into a graveyard. 
_________S_________ ___V___   ____prep______      __Aplace/direction____ 

                 =Subject                    =Verb       = Prepositional Object         =Adverbial of place 
Semantics:   
      Affected/Mover              Passive Action    Affecting/Force           Direction into a Location  
 

Diagram 1. 

 

  

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________S__________________ 
_________NP_______   __VP___     
                                                             __PP__________PP__________    

Det _N gen_ Adj_ N_Aux_ MV__ Prep_NP _ Det Adj  N Prep_NP _ Det N 

The scarecrow’s old hat was flung   by the winter wind   into a graveyard. 
_________S_________ ___V___   ____prep______      __Aplace/direction____ 

                 =Subject                    =Verb       = Prepositional Object         =Adverbial of place 
Semantics:   
      Affected/Mover              Passive Action    Affecting/Force           Direction into a Location  
 

Diagram 1. 
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The poem above follows a regular sentence structure with the constituents of a noun (N) and a VP. The 
passive voice via a VP composed of copula and a verb (V) comes after the non-human and inanimate 
phrase in the subjective position, and the main verb phrase (MVP) structure ends with two different 
prepositional phrases. A linear structuring of the poem is observed in which, due to the intact structure of 
the subject and the predicate, no ellipsis or inversion is detected. The regular use of PPs strengthens the 
redundancy observed in the sentence pattern. The expansion of the NPs is achieved via adjectives (Adj.s) 
that enable further description for the base nouns. The same structure is exhibited in the following poem 
as well:

A bloody knife blade
Is being licked by a cat

At hog-killing time. (30)

Diagram 2

The sequencing of the linguistic items in the first and the second poems is almost equal. The passive voice 
structure with the copula, the non-human and inanimate actant, and the repetitive prepositional phrases 
are similarly constructed in both poems. Moreover, neither of the poems violates the usual word order of 
Subject S-V-O. 

The poet also prefers a similar pattern of the same structural model as seen in the poem below. 
The run-on-line verse initiates with an NP referring to an inanimate entity as in the previous poems. The 
sequencing of constituents follows the same convention with the modification of including conjunction, 
and the selected voice is active this time:

The summer moonlight
Gleams upon a blacksmith’s forge,

And cools red embers. (179)

    
   _____________ S ________________ 

________NP______ _____VP________   
                                                                                   _  PP_       ______PP_____ 

Det_ Adj_ Adj_ N_Aux_Aux_MV_ Prep_NPDet N_Prep __NP_ Adj N 

A bloody knife blade is being licked   by a cat    at hog-killing time.  

_______S_________ ____V______  _prepO__   ______Atime______ 

Affected   Action in passive-progressive Affecting    Temporal scope 

Diagram 2. 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
   _____________ S ________________ 

________NP______ _____VP________   
                                                                                   _  PP_       ______PP_____ 

Det_ Adj_ Adj_ N_Aux_Aux_MV_ Prep_NPDet N_Prep __NP_ Adj N 

A bloody knife blade is being licked   by a cat    at hog-killing time.  

_______S_________ ____V______  _prepO__   ______Atime______ 

Affected   Action in passive-progressive Affecting    Temporal scope 

Diagram 2. 
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Diagram 3

The NP, which is the sentence structure’s theme, is again constructed through an adjective-noun 
compound: ‘the summer moonlight.’ The predicate after the action ‘gleams’ is structured via a PP, followed 
by a conjunction (conj). Remarkably, the experiencers in all these three poems are non-human.

The following diagram illustrates another poem with an analogous structure. The structure of 
the poem begins with an NP of an adjective-noun compound and unites with a VP enriched with a PP. 
As a  different feature, this poem structure illustrates that the PP is directly connected to the VP. This 
difference highlights how the semantic aspect affects the structure. It is also seen that, as is the observed 
case in the previous poems, the theme and the rheme are inanimate, and in this poem, the selected action 
in the context personifies the rheme: 

The sudden thunder
Startles the magnolias

To a deeper white. (228) 

                  ____________S_________ 
________NP_____   _VP____________  
                                   ___NP____    ____PP____ 

Det __Adj_ __N__  _MV_    Det ___N___ Prep ___NP____  Det Adj N 
 
The sudden thunder startles   the magnolias to a deeper white.  

       _____S_______ _______V_______O_____ ___Adirection/degree____ 
 

Diagram 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  ____________S_________ 
________NP_____   _VP____________  
                                   ___NP____    ____PP____ 

Det __Adj_ __N__  _MV_    Det ___N___ Prep ___NP____  Det Adj N 
 
The sudden thunder startles   the magnolias to a deeper white.  

       _____S_______ _______V_______O_____ ___Adirection/degree____ 
 

Diagram 4. 

 

 

                                        _______________S__________________ 

                    ___________S1_____________________             _____S2_______ 

_________NP_______  _VP_   ________PP_________   Conj NP _VP_ __NP__ 

Det __Adj_   ___N___  _MV_  Prep Det _N gen_    _N_  conj   0   _MV_ Adj N__ 

The summer moonlight gleams upon a blacksmith’s forge and [it] cools red embers.  
__________S___________  __V__  __prep _____O/A place_______conj  S  ___V_  ____O_____ 
                                                                                                Ellipsis 0 
 

Diagram 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                        _______________S__________________ 

                    ___________S1_____________________             _____S2_______ 

_________NP_______  _VP_   ________PP_________   Conj NP _VP_ __NP__ 

Det __Adj_   ___N___  _MV_  Prep Det _N gen_    _N_  conj   0   _MV_ Adj N__ 

The summer moonlight gleams upon a blacksmith’s forge and [it] cools red embers.  
__________S___________  __V__  __prep _____O/A place_______conj  S  ___V_  ____O_____ 
                                                                                                Ellipsis 0 
 

Diagram 3. 
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Diagram 4

In the four poems above, since the doers of the actions are not human beings, the imagery is constructed 
through non-human entities. While the poems are written from the observer’s viewpoint, they discretely 
highlight life around humans in which objects and happenings appear as centralizing and primary beings. 
Such perception underscores that a non-human life cycle deserves narration mainly because it is alive 
with its actants and predicates.

In the poems given below, the syntactic sequence initiates with a  prepositional phrase and is 
followed by the regular sentence structure of subject-verb-object progression. Therefore, it can be stated 
that the PP functions as a complementizer to the main clause:

In a misty rain
A butterfly is riding

The tail of a cow. (18)

Diagram 5

In the poem above, the initial phrase structure opens up the scene by identifying the setting for the reader. 
Just as in the first category of poems, the initial phrase includes an adjectival, which enriches the imagery 
presented in the opening line. The features of the previously analyzed group of poems are also observed 
in the main clause. The actant, the ‘butterfly,’ is again a non-human entity. It is personified via the selected 
VP, ‘riding.’ As in the other poems, the narrative style informs the reader about the life experienced around 
us and without us.

The following poem illustrates the same structural design, which leads to a  PP followed by 
the main clause. In this main clause, the aspect selection is also identical to the previous poem as the 
continuous aspect is preferred. The setting introduced through the PP enables us to view it among the 
flowers. Even though the image of flowers awakens positive feelings, the main clause clarifies where the 
narrator is: ‘in the dead man’s room.’ Both adverbials are syntactically optional, but their placement here 
creates a  ‘zooming-in’ construal. Besides, contrary to the aforementioned poems starting with NPs, 
readers encounter a human in this poem, but this human is dead. Therefore, the focus shifts to non-human 
existence:

 

 

            ________________S________________ 
      ______PP__ ___ NP_____     ___VP____________ 

___NP__      _Aux MV__       ____NP____ 

Prep_Det_Adj_N_ Det_ N_                          __NP____PP___ 

                                                                               Det_N _Prep _NP_  Det N   

In a misty rain      a butterfly    is riding      the tail      of a cow.  
  ___Aplace___          ____S____    _____V______   _______O___________ 
 

Diagram 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            ________________S________________ 
      ______PP__ ___ NP_____     ___VP____________ 

___NP__      _Aux MV__       ____NP____ 

Prep_Det_Adj_N_ Det_ N_                          __NP____PP___ 

                                                                               Det_N _Prep _NP_  Det N   

In a misty rain      a butterfly    is riding      the tail      of a cow.  
  ___Aplace___          ____S____    _____V______   _______O___________ 
 

Diagram 5. 
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Amidst the flowers 
A China clock is ticking 

In the dead man’s room. (144)

Diagram 6

The following poem possesses comparable characteristics of the superstructure to the previous two 
poems. The PP, ‘In a light spring rain,’ is placed in the first line of the poem. Thus, the first images of the 
setting are output via the same structure. This poem has an identical structure to the preceding poems, 
and it is the first time that the reader comes across a (+) human actant. As a shared feature observed in 
structuring, the phrases in this poem are composed of adjectives: ‘light,’ ‘spring,’ and ‘old.’ The phrase in 
the opening line includes adjectives with positive connotations similar to the previous poem. However, 
in this specific poem, the atmosphere created by such a phrase structure is abolished with the main clause 
succeeding:

In a light spring rain
An old woman is spitting
Into a handkerchief. (407)

 

 

                   ___________________S__________________ 

________PP_____ ______NP___  ___VP__   ________PP_________ 

Prep__Det___N__Det_Adj_N__Aux_V___Prep_Det_Adj_N gen_N_ 

Amidst the flowers a China clock  is ticking   in  the  dead man’s room. 
_____Aplace______  ______S____  ______V______  ________Aplace__________ 
 

Diagram 6. 
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Diagram 6. 
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In   a   light spring rain  an  old  woman  is spitting    into a handkerchief. 
________Aplace________  _______S_______  ____V____  ______Adirection/place_______ 
 

Diagram 7.  
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Diagram 7

As can be seen in the poem below, repetition is an important stylistic device the poet uses. The PP, ‘From 
these warm spring days,’ includes an NP with an adjective phrase. This opening line creates a positive 
introduction in terms of connotations. Nevertheless, as spotted in some of the previous poems, the resvt 
is depicted by the main clause that alters the mood to an adverse one:

From these warm spring days, 
I can still see her sad face 
In its last autumn. (186)

Diagram 8

Owing to the inverted syntax in the poems initiating with a complimentary phrase, the focal point of 
a narrative is displaced for emphasis. It is observed that the narration starts with a different scene and is 
followed by the customary sequence of structures. The identification of frequently preferred structure 
regulations employed by Wright enables categorizing his poems in terms of his syntactic choices. Wright 
chooses various structural patterns, but once he retains a  pattern, he produces different poems with 
slightly varied versions of such patterns. Brink (2014) points out the same finding on Wright’s style in 
terms of his construction of imagery: “it seems Wright would take an image and repeat it, test it in various 
combinations and settings, developing correspondences between the uses of the same word or image over 
many haiku” (Brink 2014: 1084). Therefore, it can be stated that the poet’s style displays constancy in 
syntax and imagery. The identification of frequently preferred structure regulations employed by Wright 
enables categorizing his poems in terms of his syntactic choices. 

Knowledge of syntax and also stylistics enables language learners to enhance their comprehension 
of “how language, grammar and rhetoric function in texts” so that they analyze the texts with these tools, 
and eventually, such applications lead them to a further stage, which is producing literary texts (Burke 
2010: 7). Targeting the instruction of style with such a purpose, Carter (2010) indicates that “there is 
no single ‘correct’ way of analyzing and interpreting the text, nor any single correct pedagogic approach” 
(Carter 2010: 116). Fromkin, Rodman, and Hyams (2014) state that such an application of phrase 
structure recognition enables language learners to raise awareness of identifying the linear order of words 

 

                         _______________________S____________________ 

________PP_____            __NP___  ___VP__________   __NP_______   

Prep_Det_Adv_Adj_N_         _N_        Aux_Adv_MV__     

                                                                        ___NP___     _______PP_______ 

      poss pro_Adj_N__Prep_poss pro N_Adj_N_ 

From these warm spring days    I        can still see     her sad face in its last autumn. 
_________Aplace=time______    ___S___     ___V____           ___________O____________ 

Diagram 8.  

 

 

 

 

 

                         _______________________S____________________ 

________PP_____            __NP___  ___VP__________   __NP_______   

Prep_Det_Adv_Adj_N_         _N_        Aux_Adv_MV__     

                                                                        ___NP___     _______PP_______ 

      poss pro_Adj_N__Prep_poss pro N_Adj_N_ 

From these warm spring days    I        can still see     her sad face in its last autumn. 
_________Aplace=time______    ___S___     ___V____           ___________O____________ 

Diagram 8.  
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in sentences, syntactic categories of words, and their hierarchical organizations. Thus, it can be deduced 
that identifying syntactic patterns may function as a part of a larger spectrum of instructional approaches 
to poetry analysis.

Conclusion

The findings substantiate that the poet employs two characteristic syntactic patterns. To attain this finding, 
the poet’s preference for structural patterns within a  corpus of poems is examined through structural 
analysis. Regarding the style used by Wright, two distinctive structures have been identified: one set of 
poems initiating with an NP and continuing with a VP, and the other placing PP as the first component, 
followed by S. The phrases that compose the poems are bolted together in a flawless technique in terms 
of grammatical organization. In Wright’s representation, it is observed that he has an uncompromising 
style toward utilizing a pattern with minor alterations. The superstructure in his poetry is composed of 
well-formed sentences and is built around the framework of the seventeen-syllable Japanese haiku poem. 
Therefore, the poet achieves a narrative diction even though he has a restricted number of lexical and 
grammatical items to use.

Therefore, it can be stated that identifying language constructions in the preliminary stage of 
literary text analysis has the potential to contribute to pedagogical stylistics. It allows the development 
of a corpus for learners to benefit while producing their literary texts. Hence, in addition to the expected 
outcomes of the instruction on style concerning syntactic regulations, the style instruction in the creative 
writing of literary texts is another contribution that moves the linguistic analysis from literary analysis 
to pedagogical stylistics. Such analyses of phrase structures may straightforwardly provide templates 
for learners of literature and creative writing so that model styles can guide them. Initiating with such 
a stylistically aware approach to writing, the learners, as the prospective analysts and poets, may develop 
confidence in creating their style.
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